Minutes TC ARDL Meeting 137th AES Convention Los Angeles, USA

Francis Rumsey, David Ackermann, Nadja Wallaszkovits, Brad McCoy, Konrad Strauss, Nicolas Bergh,

1) AES and IASA

IAASA should actively ask AES to make the guideline documents standards or at least technical documents
Would bring it into the AES committee level
Recording and production technical committee has done the same thing with the Grammy documents – reissue as an AES technical document banner
Does IASA want AES to make this AES documents?

2) Website: Become more active, fill it with contents, eg. links to useful resources from workshop W4
David Ackerman will edit the page, we will work on it during the conference

3) Proposal for a conference on archiving: 70 delegates needed (50 paying = point of break even)
2018???
Joint promotion through other organisations e.g. IASA, AMIA, ARSC (something like JTS, but under the organisation of AES)
Hands on training
Archive workflow design – how to preserve digital data
Trusted digital repositories, small scale digital storage systems design
Training oriented conference could be earlier
Archiving conference in Mexico – big issue there! Technical topics etc.

Form a conference organising team
Use the reflector for spreading information